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ABSTRACT
COCHLEAR IMPLANTATION: WHY VS. WHY NOT?
A Pocket Guide for Non-Cochlear Implant Audiologists
By
Lauren McCauley
Advisor: Barbara E. Weinstein, Ph.D
The goal of this guide is to provide audiologists with the insights to patient fears and
motivators for cochlear implant uptake to ensure all cochlear implant candidates are identified,
counseled, and cared for appropriately. Cochlear implant uptake is low compared to the
population of people who may be considered candidates, despite the numerous benefits cochlear
implants have been shown to provide to these patients. Hearing loss that remains untreated or
undertreated in adults can lead to negative consequences, including poorer quality of life, social
isolation, and even increased rates of cognitive decline. It is becoming increasingly important for
audiologists to be aware of the fears and motivators surrounding cochlear implant uptake, as
there is an increasing amount of people with hearing loss, cochlear implant candidacy is
broadening, and the implantation surgery and technologies are improving. The knowledge of
fears and motivators to uptake is important for best practices in counseling purposes, and for
promoting referrals for persons who continue to experience residual disability with hearing
aids/accessories.
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INTRODUCTION
Cochlear implants (CI/CIs) for adults have been approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) since 1985, with numerous studies proving multiple beneficial outcomes
for those who have been implanted. Despite this, there is a low rate of utilization by patients who
are considered candidates (Holder et al., 2018). The low uptake of cochlear implants likely stems
from a variety of reasons, including: a lack of motivation from the person with hearing loss, a
lack of proper referrals, a lack of knowledge of cochlear implants, and the fears surrounding
cochlear implantation. In order to explore the reasons for the low uptake of CIs, it is important to
first explore the benefits of cochlear implantation in adults.
In order to examine the question of whether cochlear implantation should be routinely
recommended for older adults, Lin et al., (2012) assessed patients who were implanted over the
age of 60 years old from Johns Hopkins over a 12 year period. They investigated the impact of
CIs on speech understanding by comparing speech outcome scores on the Hearing In Noise Test
(HINT) sentences at baseline and one year post implantation. Results showed that cochlear
implantation in older adults improved speech understanding scores by an average of 60
percentage points on the HINT sentences. Results also showed that with every increasing year of
age at time of implantation, the magnitude of the change in HINT speech scores from pre to postimplantation declined by 1.3% (Lin et al., 2012). These results led Lin et al., (2012) to conclude
that waiting longer to be implanted could possibly negatively impact the magnitude of success of
CIs, and could be useful in encouraging patients to consider the implant sooner.
Budenz et al., (2011) found that all participants in their study, regardless of age,
improved on all speech perception outcome measures (Consonant-Nucleus Consonant [CNC]
words and phonemes and City University of New York Sentence test in quiet and noise) after
1

cochlear implantation. This study included 60 participants who received cochlear implants at age
70 and older, and 48 participants who were implanted between ages 18 and 69, demonstrating
the significant benefits of cochlear implantation in older adults. They also examined the rate of
postoperative improvement in speech outcomes up to two years after implantation. Older
participants continued to have improved speech perception outcomes throughout the two years,
with rates of improvement comparable to participants younger than 70 years of age (Budenz et
al., 2011). Older patients may cite age as a concern for proceeding with implantation; these
results demonstrate the improvement that can still be gained from implantation in older adults.
In addition to improved speech recognition, Contrera et al., (2016), assessed participant
mental and physical health function post implantation. The participants were aged 50 or above
and were either receiving hearing aids or cochlear implants for the first time through Johns
Hopkins Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery. The participants completed
three study visits: baseline, 6 months post-intervention, and 12 months post-intervention. At
these evaluations, the participants filled out the 36 question Medical Outcomes Study ShortForm Questionnaire (SF-36) to assess their mental and physical health function. When analyzing
the cochlear implant data, while there were no significant increases in physical function, the
study revealed significant increases in the mental health score and emotional well-being after six
months and continued to rise up even at the 12 month post-intervention evaluation (Contrera et
al., 2016). Mental health and emotional wellbeing are important to consider with our patients
with hearing loss, as they are more prone to negative factors that may decrease their mental
health.
For example, hearing loss has been associated with loneliness (Sung et al., 2016), as
patients with hearing loss are more likely to present with communication difficulties, decreased
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social outings, and overall declined mental health. Contrera et al., (2017) had the same
participants assessed using the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) Loneliness Scale
from baseline to 6 months to 12 months post-intervention. The UCLA Loneliness scale is a 20item scale that measures feelings of loneliness and social isolation (Russell, Peplau, & Ferguson,
1978). Results revealed a significant reduction in loneliness was observed for CI users from both
baseline to 6 months, and baseline to 12 months (Contrera et al., 2017). Cochlear implants could
improve loneliness by speech understanding ability and ease of communication, thereby
promoting quality of life and reducing feelings of loneliness. Both mental health and loneliness
are important aspects of an individual’s life and should be addressed counseling pre and post
implantation rehabilitation.
Furthermore, loneliness has been linked with depression, cognitive decline, reduced
physical activity, and mortality. An analysis by Hughes et al., (2018), suggested that people with
hearing loss prior to implantation experience feelings of low social connectedness in the
presence of high listening effort, which encouraged self-alienating behaviors and resulted in
social isolation with adverse effects for participant’s well-being and quality of life (Hughes et al.,
2018). Maki-Torkko et al., (2013) studied cochlear implant users and their significant others.
When recalling the time pre-implantation, there were noted concerns for the CI-users ability to
live independently, with a significant change post-implantation re: the CI-users autonomy and
social life. Improved auditory signal supplied by cochlear implant(s) enable patients to listen and
communicate more effectively, hopefully increasing social activity and decreasing loneliness and
the consequent adverse risk factors.
In addition to speech understanding and social benefits, cochlear implants may also aid in
slowing the rate of cognitive decline in older adults. It has been established that hearing loss is a
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risk factor for cognitive decline (Livingston et al., 2017). Lin et al., (2012) showed that a greater
level of hearing loss is significantly associated with lower scores on cognitive tests. Mosnier et
al., (2015) analyzed the relationship between cognitive function and hearing restoration with
cochlear implants in elderly patients by studying patients (n=94) aged 65-85 years old with
profound, postlingual hearing loss before, six months after, and 12 months after cochlear
implantation. Cognitive function was assessed using a battery of four tests evaluating attention,
memory, orientation, executive function, mental flexibility, and fluency: Mini-Mental State
Exam, Five-word test, clock-drawing test, verbal fluency test, d2 test of attention, and trail
making test parts A and B. Before cochlear implantation, 44% of the patients had abnormal
scores on two or three of the six cognition tests. One year after implantation, 81% of these
patients showed improvements to either no abnormal test score, or one abnormal test score, while
the other patients remained stable. The mean age at implantation was similar between the groups
of patients with and without abnormal cognitive scores. Although there are some limitations of
this study (test practice effects and abnormal baseline scores), it suggests that treating hearing
loss (i.e., cochlear implantation) is associated with at least cognitive results remaining stable, and
not declining (the study does not prove prevention of further deterioration). It should be noted
that this improvement could be due to cognitive training that is a typical part of aural
rehabilitation post cochlear implantation. Regardless, the results, whether due to aural
rehabilitation or not, are encouraging for older adults with impaired cognitive function.
To summarize, an initial review of the literature regarding benefits of cochlear
implantation revealed positive outcomes relating to improved speech perception ability,
improvement in cognitive and physical function, and social connectedness, and decreased
listening effort and loneliness.
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So, why is cochlear implant uptake still so low? This question comes at a particularly
useful time in the field of implantation as many advancements are being made.
Cochlear implants have come a long way since first becoming FDA-approved in 1985.
The candidacy is broadening, the surgical techniques are advancing, and the speech coding
strategies are improving. Previously, a severe to profound hearing loss was needed for adult
implant candidacy, the criteria has now broadened. Today, current FDA candidacy for adults (18
and older) is: moderate to profound sensorineural (SNHL) hearing loss in the mid to high
frequencies bilaterally, and limited benefit from appropriately fit amplification; defined as: ear to
be implanted is less than or equal to 50% speech recognition on sentences in quiet, with the
contralateral ear, or best aided, less than or equal to 60% speech recognition on sentences in
quiet (Holder et al., 2018; Cochlear Americas, 2017). The recommended minimum speech test
battery, as compiled by the three cochlear implant companies (Cochlear™, Med-El, and
Advanced Bionics) includes: AzBio sentences, monosyllabic word list, and Bamford-KowalBench Sentences in Noise (BKB-SIN) (Holder et al., 2018). Candidacy criteria varies slightly for
Medicare, with the difference being speech scores should be less than 40% correct in the bestaided listening condition (Cochlear Implantation | CMS, 2005)
In 2014, the FDA approved new technology for patients who have normal to moderate
hearing loss in low frequencies, with severe to profound hearing loss in the mid to high
frequencies; with the intention of preserving low frequency hearing by providing acoustic
amplification to the low frequency regions and electric stimulation to the mid-high frequency
regions (Electro Acoustic Stimulation, EAS) (FDA, 2014). Speech testing criteria is defined as
aided consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) words with greater than 10% but less than 60% in the
ear to be implanted and less than 80% in contralateral ear (FDA, 2014).
5

More recently, the FDA has approved cochlear implantation for single-sided deafness
(SSD) and asymmetrical hearing loss for patients aged 5 and up (FDA, 2019). The new
technology is approved for a profound sensorineural hearing loss in one ear with a normal to
mild sensorineural hearing loss in the other ear (single-sided deafness), and also for people with
asymmetric hearing loss (AHL) with a profound SNHL in one ear and a mild to moderatelysevere SNHL in the other ear, with a pure tone average (PTA) difference of at least 15dBHL
difference between the ears (Med-El, 2019; Racey, 2019). As per the guidelines for adults,
individuals with SSD or AHL must have at least one month of experience with amplification
(e.g., a hearing aid, a CROS hearing aid, or other relevant device(s)) with limited to no
subjective benefit. Limited benefit from unilateral amplification is defined by test scores of 5%
correct or less on monosyllabic consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) words in quiet when tested
in the ear to be implanted alone (Med-El, 2019). Additionally, a ground-breaking advancement
in the technology is the compatibility of some cochlear implants with 3.0 Tesla Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), without requiring magnet removal.

Research Questions:
1. What do adult cochlear implant candidates/recipients perceive as the major
barriers/obstacles to cochlear implant uptake?
2. What tools and information can we use to facilitate easier transition to cochlear
implantation?

METHODS
An initial review of literature was conducted on the attitudes on cochlear implantation in
regard to what deters or facilitates the decision to be implanted in adults. A subsequent literature
6

review was conducted on outcomes of cochlear implantation in adults in regard to speech
perception, quality of life, and other measures of implantation relating to the barriers found in the
initial review. This was done in order to create this counseling pocket guide to increase
awareness on how patients view implantation and how audiologists can ease the transition from
candidacy to implantation. The literature searches were conducted utilizing the Mina Rees
Library databases of the Graduate Center of the City University of New York (CUNY) to
identify relevant studies. Databases included Web of Science, Google Scholar, PubMed,
PsychINFO, Medline Complete, and the Cochrane Library.
For both literature reviews, the words “cochlear implant” and “cochlear implantation”
were present for all the searches. For the first review, studies included cochlear implant
candidates’ views on cochlear implantation, and included additional keywords utilized in the
database search included combinations of the following terms: “barriers”, “complications”,
“facilitators”, “attitudes”. For the second review, studies included measures on the quality of life,
social, emotional, physical, and cognitive effects of cochlear implantation on the recipients, as
well as age and surgical outcomes. Additional keywords utilized in the database search included
combinations of the following terms: “quality of life”, “speech perception”, “speech
understanding”, “loneliness”, “cognitive”, “impact” “outcomes” “older/elderly”. Inclusion
criteria for the searches included peer-review articles published in English; with quantitative
and/or qualitative data relating to adults (18 and over) who either have cochlear implant(s) or are
a candidate and have considered implantation, and their outcomes/attitudes regarding
implantation. The following terms were excluded from the searches: “child”, “prelingual”, as the
searches focused on post-lingual implanted adults to best gauge the outcomes/experiences of
those consciously undertaking the decision to be implanted.
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RESULTS
Retrieval Process
Figure 1 is a flow chart that summarizes the search process for the identification of
articles used for this information guide. Figure 1 describes the retrieval process for articles
relating to the barriers and facilitators to cochlear implant uptake.

Potentially relevant
articles, identified
through database search,
using key words and
phrases
n= 160

Articles excluded after
closer analysis of titles,
abstract and methods*
n= 10

Articles included in
review after in depth
analysis
n= 4
+ a literature review
(Sorkin, 2013)

Figure 1. Flow Cart of Article Retrieval Process
*Reasons for exclusion: Full text not available, articles not relating to barriers and/or facilitators
to cochlear implants. The literature review included was deemed necessary, as it lay the
foundation for exploring the reasons for low utilization of cochlear implants.
Table 1. Overview of Studies on Barriers and Facilitators of Cochlear Implantation
Sorkin (2013)
Sample size
(n)
Age of
Participants
Recruitment

Looi et al., (2017)
18

Dillon & Pryce
(2019
15

Bierbaum et
al., (2019)
26

>18

>18 (ranged 30-87)

>50

Conducted at an
audiology clinic
that offered HA
services but not CI
services

Purposive sample
initially, then
snowball sampling

Purposive
timeframe
sampling over
6 months;
utilizing
promotional
flyers
distributed to
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CI
Candidacy
Criteria

4fPTA>65dBHL in
the better hearing
ear, along with
unaided phoneme
recognition scores
(AB word
recognition test) of
less than 50% in
both ears

CI/HA
Status?

18 patients met
PTA and AB word
criteria→ Referred
for CI assessment:
n=11→ 8/11
received CI
candidacy
assessment → 6/8
met CI criteria (1
still in process, 1
had anatomical
anomalies)→ 4/6
obtained CI or in
process of getting
CI, 2/6 did not
proceed with CI

Design Literature
review re: low
utilization of
CIs

Retrospective
record review;
search of the
electronic database
for the indicated
criteria and
subsequent crosscheck to ensure
criteria met

Severe to profound
HL, with bilateral
unaided AC
thresholds worse
than 90dBHL at 2
and 4kHz, & either
have a CI, be in the
assessment process
for CI, is awaiting
surgery, or rejected
CI surgery after
assessment process
Did not want CI: 4
Wants CI: 1
Implanted; does not
use: 1
CI: 5
Awaiting CI surgery
or activation: 3
Awaiting eval: 1

The clinical database
of GHNHSFT was
systematically
searched with the
inclusion criteria.
Interviews took
place over a 4month period, using
a topic guide of
open-ended
questions, leading to

hearing
associations,
audiology
clinics, GP
clinics
Severe or
greater SNHL

CI: n=17
HA: n=9

Stage 1:
Focus group
or individual
interview
Stage 2:
Qualitative
survey, 6
open-ended
questions
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a more directed
questioning
Table 2. Studies Including Barriers to Cochlear Implantation re: Healthcare Professionals
Looi et al., (2017)
Sample size (n) 8 Audiologists

Recruitment Audiologists all worked at
hearing aid clinic

Method of Data Collection Online questionnaire; 27 items
(qualitative)

Bierbaum et al., (2019)
28 total:
General practitioners: n=7
Audiologists (Australia):
n=10
Audiologists (UK): n=11

Purposive timeframe
sampling over 6 months;
utilizing promotional flyers
distributed to hearing
associations, audiology
clinics, and GP clinics.
Participants must have
consulted with target patient
populations.
Stage 1: Focus group or
individual interview
Stage 2: Qualitative survey, 6
open-ended questions

Following the first literature review, a subsequent broader literature search was
conducted, as related to each of the most common barriers. This was done in order to put
together this informational guidebook for audiologists who may have less opportunity and/or
experience in the cochlear implant field.
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Table 3. Retrieval Process for Studies Related to Barriers
Keywords
Barrier
Surgery, “surgery”, “surgical”,
Age “outcomes” and/or
“old”, “elderly”
Balance “balance”, “vertigo”
Quality of “quality of life”
Life
Measures
Speech “speech” “outcomes”
Outcomes

Results
Revealed
40

9
341

464

Studies included
7 (Chen; Estomba;
Sarant; Lin; Contrera;
Budenz, Castiglione)
2 (Estomba; Colin)
2 (Contrera; Sarant)

4 (Budenz; Castiglione;
Lin; Sarant)

In this
guidebook:
Results

Results
Introduction/
Results
Introduction/
Results

Table 4. Overview of Outcome Studies Addressing Barriers to Implantation
Study Barrier
Castiglione Age
et al.,
(2015)

Budenz et Age
al., (2011)

Lin et al., Age
(2012)

Contrera et What
al., (2016) will I
gain?

Sarant et What
al., (2019) will I
gain?

Design

Sample size

Age

Outcome
Measure

Results

Retrospective
case review (at
Otolaryngology
Clinic of Padua
Hospital, from
May 2010December 2014)
Retrospective
case-control (at
New York
Langone
Medical Center
from 1990-2005)

N=30

>65

PTA, SDT,
SRT

PTA improved from
111.8dBHL (+/- 17.8) to
42.6dBHL (+/-10) with
CI. SDT and SRT
significantly improved.

N=60
N=48

>70
18-69

CNC,
CUNY
Sentence test
in quiet and
noise

Retrospective
case review (at
Johns Hopkins
Listening Center
from 1999-June
2011)
Prospective
observational
cohort study
(Johns Hopkins
from 2011-2014)

N=83

>60

HINT
sentences in
quiet

N=50 (CI
users)

>50

Medical
Outcome
Study Short
Form-36

Prospective
(Royal Victorian
Eye and Ear
Hospital

N=59

61-89

Audio:
Audiometry,
CNC, SRT
(in
background

Older participants show
significant improvement
in speech perception
scores after CI. Younger
adults typically
performed better
(perhaps likely due to
longer duration of
deafness in older group).
Speech scores
significantly improved
with a mean increase of
60%; although those
with higher pre-op
scores performed better.
Significant increases in
Mental Component
Summary score and
emotional well-being
domain from baseline to
12 months
18 months later,
statistically significant
improvements: speech
perception scores in
quiet and noise, APHAB
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Cochlear
Implant Clinic)

Estomba et CI
al., (2017) surgery

Retrospective
case review
(from 20052015)

N=51
(postlingual)

>18

Chen et al., CI
(2013) surgery

Retrospective
case review
(from 19992011)

N=445

>60

noise),
Cognitive:
MMSE,
CSBB,
GMLT,
DET, IDN,
OCL, ONB,
QoL: HADS,
HUI-3,
APHAB,
IPAQ, Bayer
Activities of
Daily Living
Scale,
Loneliness
and Social
Participation
: LSNS,
Loneliness
scale,
Device Use
Complicatio
ns following
CI surgery

Complicatio
ns following
CI surgery

scores (except
aversiveness), mean
difficulty scale on Bayer
conversation scale,
GMLT score (in males
without higher
education), HUI-3
(females)

Most common major
complication was failure
of device found in 4
(7%) of patients. 2
(3.5%) suffered device
extrusion. 2 (3.5%)
patients suffered
temporary facial palsy. 1
(1.8%) had skin flap
failure and 1 (1.8%) had
electrode migration.
Minor complications:
tinnitus in 6 (10.5%) and
vertigo 5 (8.8%).
Mean age of
implantation was 72.7
years. 42 minor
complications (9.2%)
and 36 major
complications (4.7%).

Note: PTA=Pure Tone Average; SDT=Speech Detection Threshold; SRT=Speech Recognition Threshold;
CNC=Consonant-Nucleus-Consonant; CUNY=City University of New York; HINT=Hearing in Noise Test;
MMSE=Mini Mental State Examination; CSBB=Cogstate Brief Battery; GMLT=Cogstate Groton Maze Learning
Test; DET=Detection Task; IDN=Identification Task; OCL=One Card Learning Task; ONB=One Back Task;
QoL=Quality of Life; HADS=Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; HUI-3=Health Utilities Index-3;
APHAB=Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit; IPAQ=International Physical Activity Questionnaire;
LSNS=Lubben Social Network Scale
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Contributors to Low Utilization of Cochlear Implants
Research Question #1: What do adult cochlear implant candidates/recipients perceive as the
major barriers/obstacles to cochlear implant uptake?
Sorkin (2013) identified seven factors contributing to the low utilization of cochlear
implants by individuals who could benefit from them in the United States. One of the leading
contributing factors to low utilization was low general awareness, among both the general
population and even among health-care professionals. With each passing year, we would hope
that general awareness of hearing loss, in general, and the technology surrounding hearing loss
would expand. However, even more recent literature has found that low general awareness still
seems to be a huge factor to low utilization (Bierbaum et al., 2019; Dillon & Pryce, 2019). This
suggests that health-care professionals may not be discussing the importance of hearing health
and the options that the patients and/or families may have.
Low utilization of cochlear implants appears to stem in part from a lack of referrals from
primary care physicians and other health care professionals. Physicians can be one of the biggest
influencers on a patient’s hearing health care (Sorkin, 2013). Perhaps some physicians are not
entirely aware of the impact hearing loss may cause on one’s life, and furthermore, they may not
have adequate referrals for hearing evaluations. This in turn would lead to a lack of knowledge
and/or motivation for audiology treatment in patients who would benefit from a comprehensive
audiological evaluation and possibly even a hearing aid evaluation. In fact, it was found that on
average, the delay between hearing aid candidacy to adoption is 8.9 years (Simpson et al., 2019).
Even for a less permanent solution to hearing difficulties than cochlear implants, there is still a
considerable amount of time and consideration that goes into uptake.
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A lack of referrals from audiologists may be due to a lack of familiarity with candidacy,
lack of broad knowledge and outcomes of cochlear implantation, and/or lack of knowledge on
proper CI referral sources and resources. Sorkin (2013) cited a study by Huart (2009), in which
437 audiologists completed a survey inquiring about their patient referrals for cochlear
implantation evaluations. The study revealed that around 75% of the audiologists believed they
saw less than five patients who might benefit from a cochlear implant in the previous six months,
and over 90% reported they referred five or less patients for a cochlear implant evaluation in the
previous six months (Huart, 2009, as cited by Sorkin, 2013). With broadening candidacy, it is
important that these patients are being identified and properly referred.
There are barriers beyond just obtaining a cochlear implant evaluation. Other factors
cited by Sorkin (2013) for low implant uptake were: political issues associated with deafness,
related to the Deaf community and the opposition to cochlear implantation and the push for deaf
children to use spoken language, as well as clinic and hospital financial issues. Sorkin (2013)
also expressed the necessity of widely accepted “best clinical practices” for cochlear
implantation. Back in 2013 when this article was written, there were no published or fully
accepted guidelines for best clinical practices, only general discussions. Then, in July 2019, a
Clinical Practice Guideline for Cochlear Implants was published by the American Academy of
Audiology. In the guidelines, broken down by the table contents, information is provided on: the
development process, an overview of cochlear implants, recommendations for cochlear implant
signal processing including recommendations for a cochlear implant evaluation, surgical
considerations for the audiologist, device programming, outcomes assessment and validation,
follow-up schedule, components of follow-up appointments, care beyond device programming,
and finally, billing (AAA, 2019) (Table 8). Finally, a need for dedicated
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organizations/campaigns focused on cochlear implants was identified, which has been largely
remediated by the growth of the American Cochlear Implant Alliance.
Looi et al., (2017) retrospectively reviewed audiological records from a large clinic in
Australia that offered hearing aid services, but not cochlear implant services. The retrospective
analysis of the records conducted by Looi et al., (2017) identified adults (18 years and older)
who met the criteria to be referred for a cochlear implant evaluation. The criteria used: four
frequency pure tone average (500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz) greater than or equal to 65dBHL in
the better hearing ear, along with unaided phoneme recognition scores of less than 50% in both
ears, utilizing the Arthur Boothroyd (AB) word recognition test (Boothroyd, 1968). After a
search of the clinic database from a year and a half and researcher extraction of charts that did
not meet the postlingually deafened adult with the above criteria, 18 patients were identified. Of
the 18 patients, 16 had a CI discussion with an audiologist, and of those 16, seven were not
referred for a candidacy evaluation in light of concerns about implantation, noted mostly as: fear
of losing residual hearing and lack of motivation. Of the eleven potential candidates who were
referred for an evaluation, eight of these followed through with the evaluation. Six of those
patients met candidacy criteria, and four of those went on to receive a CI or were in the process
of obtaining a CI. The two patients who did not proceed with a CI cited reasons against CI as:
concerns regarding surgery, loss of residual hearing, and about balance-related complications
(Looi et al., 2017). Furthermore, the review was coupled with an open-ended questionnaire of the
eight audiologists working at the clinic.
The open-ended questionnaire was utilized to determine why referrals were or were not
made, as well as to generally understand the hearing aid audiologists knowledge of CIs, the
candidacy and referral process, and outcomes. When the clinicians were asked about the
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advantages and disadvantages for CIs, they responded that the advantages included: better access
to sound, better speech perception, and improved communication. While the disadvantages
included: acclimatization and rehabilitation required, variabilities in outcome, surgical risks, loss
of residual hearing/irreversibility of procedures, risk of failure (Looi et al., 2017). The clinicians
reported they would not refer a patient without patient interest, if the patient was culturally Deaf,
have inadequate support for ongoing rehab, or have poor health. Ultimately, fifty percent of the
clinicians felt their CI resources were not sufficient, and they reported they felt better access to
CI candidacy and referral guideline information would be helpful. Two clinicians felt visits from
CI audiologists/representatives would be helpful in creating more awareness and a more cohesive
referral process (Looi et al., 2017). Although this study does have limitations in the small sample
size of using one clinic and eight clinicians (in Australia, where candidacy and other aspects of
healthcare varies from the US), the results showed that the audiologists are discussing CI, but
ultimately felt they would benefit from more CI awareness, updated candidacy criteria, and
guidelines for the referral process. These results highlight the importance of increasing
awareness of CIs as well as what patients view as barriers to uptake for the clinicians who are not
consistently exposed to CIs to be able to discuss with their patients.
More recent studies have depicted major barriers and facilitators affecting cochlear
implantation uptake. One of these, by Dillon and Pryce (2019) aimed to understand factors that
adult candidates consider when deciding to proceed or not proceed with cochlear implantation.
Participants were recruited by searching the database of the Hearing Services department at
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. Inclusion criteria were: 18 years or older, with
severe to profound hearing loss and air conduction thresholds worse than 90dBHL at 2000 and
4000 Hz (speech scores were not included). The participants were required to either have a
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cochlear implant, be in the assessment process for a cochlear implant, be awaiting surgery, or
have completed the assessment process and decided against implantation. Fifteen patients were
identified with ages ranging from 30-87; five participants did not want CI and ten either had,
were in the process of receiving, or wanted a CI. The participants were interviewed utilizing
open-ended questions with later more directed questions (Dillon & Pryce, 2019). After
evaluating the qualitative research, the researchers found several themes that constructed the
decision-making process the participants described, as depicted in their theoretical framework
graph. (Dillon & Pryce, 2019).
The theme “weighing up priorities with CI”, at the core of every other sub-category,
describes the active process of weighing the benefits versus the risks of CI (i.e., whether the
negative expectations overruled expected improvements). Weighing the benefits versus the risks
influences the other categories, and ultimately leads to the decision of whether or not they should
pursue cochlear implantation. “Emotional Response”, typically the “leading motivator for
seeking help” (Dillon & Pryce, 2019), is associated with the impact of hearing loss and social
isolation on their life. The researchers noted that fear of isolation from hearing loss was a
common recurring factor prior to implantation. Even those who did not proceed with
implantation expressed the same fear of isolation and distress from their hearing loss.
The next sub-themes that revealed themselves were living context and support,
information needs and sources, consideration of risk, and social identity. Living context and
support relates to the participants' livelihood and showed implications both for and against
cochlear implantation. Some aspects that affected the decision were the participants lifestyles
regarding employment (i.e., wants to hear better, vs. anxiety of side effects (facial palsy)), social
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support (i.e., friends and family supportive vs. no support system to assist with rehabilitation),
living with someone versus alone (i.e., increased autonomy post-implantation, but increased
difficulty of rehabilitation while living alone). Information needs and sources involves the
amount of agreement, or disagreement, between the patient’s audiologist, Ear Nose and Throat
(ENT) doctor, and the cochlear implant center in terms of information levels and overall
healthcare experience (including staff, appointments, travel time to cochlear implant center). The
participants also expressed interest in hearing from people with cochlear implants when
weighing their decision. The theme, consideration of risk, was the second most influential factor.
The patients are made aware of the risks of the surgery (i.e., loss of residual hearing,
irreversibility, etc.) as compared to the benefits they may receive from implantation. The theme,
social identity, related to personal feelings in a variety of aspects regarding surgery, Deaf culture,
lack of help coping with hearing loss, discrimination from hearing loss, etc.
The participants used the strategy of “future planning” to help make the decision by
considering life with and without a cochlear implant. Three of the participants reported they are
delaying CI to wait for more technological advancements (anecdotal note: my uncle cites this as
the reason for delaying implantation), as opposed to another participant who reported not
wanting to put his/her life on hold. The deterioration of hearing served as a facilitator to cochlear
implantation for some but served as a “wait and see” theory for others. Additional considerations
included age, health, and potential restrictions on activities. Finally, the participants weighed the
consequences of the option they chose; participants who elected to be implanted noted a big
difference in life, with some noted difficulties listening to music, group conversations, and in
background noise, as well as negativity surrounding the potential consequences of device failure,
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and recovering from surgery and extensive rehabilitation, however, most participants who were
implanted noted positive experiences. This study was successful in creating a unique framework
to portray the variety of considerations patients go through during the implantation
evaluation/discussion process. Of course, each theme is highly unique to each individual and
their life and unique perceptions. Dillon and Pryce write that “the hope of this article is to
improve dialogue between clinicians and CI candidates” (2019). Thinking of these categories
may pave the way for better patient-centered counseling.
Bierbaum et al., (2019), investigated the barriers and facilitators to cochlear implant
uptake among adults. The participants were recruited via promotional flyers given to hearing
associations, audiology clinics, and general practice clinics. Participants were self-reported CI
users, hearing aid (HA) users, or CI candidates, and: were 50 years or older, had severe or
greater postlingual sensorineural hearing loss, and were self-identified as being able and willing
to participate in a focus group or interview, and complete a questionnaire and survey in English.
In addition, there was a separate cohort of general practitioners and audiologists included who
deal with the patient population. This qualitative study gathered information through focus
groups and individual interviews followed by an open-ended survey for clarification, in both
Australia and the United Kingdom. A full thematic analysis was performed to categorize data
into major and minor themes and categories. Fifty-five participants were included; of those: 17
were CI users, nine were HA users, seven were general practitioners, ten were audiologists from
Australia, and eleven were audiologists from the United Kingdom. Each participant had to
address what they perceived as the main barriers and facilitators to implantation. In addition, CI
users were asked to reflect on their experiences prior to and post implantation, HA users were
asked to discuss their concerns and motivations for implantation, and health care professionals
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(HCP) were asked to address what they felt limited or pushed them to make timely CI
assessment referrals. The main barriers to cochlear implant uptake were found to be fears and
concerns, lack of support and knowledge, practical inconvenience, social barriers, and system
and organizational barriers (Bierbaum et al., 2019).
Table 5. Main Barriers to CI Uptake; Patient Perspective
(Bierbaum et al., 2019)
Fear

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Lack of Support and
Knowledge

●
●
●
●

Practical
Inconvenience

●
●
●
●
●

Social Barriers

●
●

System and
Organizational
Barriers

●
●
●

Fear of surgery, complications, and side effects
Fear of losing residual hearing, vertigo/balance issues
Uncertainty of outcomes of implantation
Concerns about CI sound quality
Not being ready for CI
Concerns about the irreversibility of the procedure
Cost concerns
Having a HCP who is not supportive or knowledgeable
about CIs
Not knowing enough about CIs or who to contact for more
information
Denial about HL severity and not following up on referrals
Lack of family support
Concern about having the time off work for surgery and
rehabilitation
Inconvenience/perceived inaccessibility of CI rehabilitation
Dislike hearing tests
Poor history of HA use
Not wanting to rely on CI
Hearing negative stories about CIs
Concerns about cosmetics and/or social stigma of CIs
Limited access to services in rural areas, and the challenges
associated with travel
Negative experience being assessed for a CI in the past
Waiting list can be off-putting (Australia)
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Table 6. Main Barriers to CI Uptake; Health Care Professional Perspective
(Bierbaum et al., 2019).

Lack of Support and
Knowledge

●
●
●
●
●
●

System and
Organizational
Barriers

●
●
●
●
●

Social Barriers

●

Lack of CI awareness, knowledge, and confidence to
identify candidates and make referrals for assessment
Limited HCP networking with CI centers
Perceived limited access to information sessions and resources
Limited training about CIs
Perceived infrequent opportunities to apply CI information in
practice
Referrals to audiologists not knowledgeable about CIs
Lack of patient-clinician continuity (rotating audiologists
at clinics with varied knowledge about CIs)
Lack of coordinated services in rural and remote areas
HA sales targets
Other health conditions prioritized, and patients not raising
hearing needs with general practitioners
All HCP groups felt that patients were not aware of the
severity of their hearing loss
Concerns that discussing CIs (repeatedly) will lead to patient
disengagement or transfer

Additionally, audiologists in the study noted that patients were not following up on the
referrals for cochlear implant evaluations on their own; patients may benefit from additional
support and taking it step-by-step. Audiologists also noted that the patient needs to have
motivation and be mentally prepared to commit to CI rehabilitation, which can impact the
decision to refer or not to refer for evaluation.
Although this study gives us insight into both the patient and healthcare professional
perspective on the barriers to implantation, a similar study is needed in the United States. The
United Kingdom and Australia have different candidacy for implantation, this study did not use
speech recognition as a criteria (only severe or greater sensorineural hearing loss), and the
healthcare systems differ (for example, the public has funding for hearing aids through the
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publicly funded services (i.e., National Health Services)) (Dillon & Pryce, 2019). Because of
this, these countries may experience increased hearing health awareness and openness to
adopting hearing technology, along with having varying views on the barriers and facilitators to
implantation. However, for the most part, the top barriers/facilitators likely remain the same.
To summarize, the above review revealed low utilization of cochlear implants with the
main barriers from a patient/candidate perspective being: fear, lack of support and knowledge,
and a lack of motivation. The fears relate to the surgery, side effects, and uncertainty of the
outcomes with the potential to lose their residual hearing. The lack of support and knowledge
stemmed from either/both the lack of knowledge of cochlear implants and lack of feeling
supported (from doctors, families, friends). The lack of motivation included overall concerns for
the overall complete lifestyle change, feeling like their hearing aids are sufficient or they are
doing fine, and lack of motivation for needing time/effort into rehabilitation post-surgery. The
main barriers, from a healthcare professional perspective, were revealed to essentially be: lack of
support and knowledge and limited knowledge of or limited referral sources. Both patients and
healthcare professionals reported that a lack of knowledge of cochlear implants probably has
deterred the patients from genuinely considering implantation and felt that their knowledge could
be expanded on.
With this information, a subsequent literature search was performed relating to the
outcomes of cochlear implantation in postlingually deafened adults, in order to understand
potential motivators for patients, to create this pocket guide for audiologists. The following
literature review will be broken down into the major perceived barriers, and the literature of the
outcomes relating to the reported barrier.
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Research Question 2: What tools and information can we use to facilitate easier transition to
cochlear implantation?
Barrier: Age
According to the literature review on patient fears, age is a concern. Age itself, of
implantation, does not appear to be a barrier as it does not increase risk for negative outcomes.
Studies of older adults, post lingually deafened, have shown benefit from cochlear implantation
similar to younger implanted adults. For example, a retrospective analysis of 30 adults aged 6579, revealed significant improvement in pure tone threshold, speech reception and recognition
scores a year following implantation (Castiglione et al., 2015). Additionally, both Budenz et al.,
(2011) and Lin et al., (2012) studies revealed improved speech outcomes in older adults post
cochlear implantation. Positive speech recognition and quality of life outcomes are experienced
by older adults, so age alone should not be a barrier in consideration. Although, it should be
noted that it is recommended that implantation occur as soon as possible once candidacy is
determined, to decrease auditory deprivation and maximize post-implantation speech recognition
(Larky & Sorkin, 2020).
Furthermore, if age is cited as a fear, an audiologist could consider discussing the
relationship between auditory deprivation from hearing loss and cognitive decline. A link has
been established: “The greater the degree of the hearing loss, the more rapid the cognitive
decline, the poorer the quality of life, and the greater the social, emotional, and communication
difficulties” (Lin et al., 2011). Lin et al., found that, when compared to their normal hearing
peers, people with hearing loss had an accelerated rate of cognitive decline by around 30-40%
(2011). The Lancet Commission (Livingston et al., 2017) determined, through meta-analysis of
three studies, that hearing loss, highly prevalent in individuals aged older than 55 years (32%), is
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a risk factor for dementia. Hearing loss may increase the risk of dementia as the impairment may
add to the cognitive load on an already “vulnerable brain”, and/or because it leads to social
isolation and depression (Livingston et al., 2017). Hearing loss is seen as a potentially modifiable
risk factor for dementia, as we may assume that modifying hearing loss (i.e., up-taking
amplification) may lead to a better quality of life with improvements in social and physical
activity, and a decrease in depression and loneliness.
Sarant et al., (2019) investigated the impact of cochlear implants on cognitive function in
older adults with severe to profound hearing loss. Participants were assessed before implantation
and 18 months post-implantation using the Cogstate battery, a visually presented cognitive
assessment tool, as well as hearing and speech perception ability and questionnaire tools to
assess self-perceived ease of listening, quality of life, physical activity, diet, social and emotional
loneliness, isolation, anxiety and depression. The study included fifty-nine adults aged 61-89
years old, with severe-profound hearing loss, cleared for implantation, and no previously
diagnosed or suspected cognitive impairment. Sarant et al., (2019) found that, although the study
was based on a small sample size, increased hearing loss and age were found to predict poorer
executive function prior to cochlear implantation (when controlling for age, sex, and education).
Executive function defines the mental processes that enable planning, focusing, remembering
instructions, and managing tasks (Zelazo, n.d.). Eighteen months post-implantation,
improvements in executive function were observed, although not statistically significant besides
for males with less than 16 years of education. Even though the scores were not statistically
significant for a majority of the population, the study still found improvements in executive
function, with no cognitive decline noted in the sample (Sarant et al., 2019).
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Barrier: Loss of Residual Hearing
The loss of residual hearing following implant surgery is a top fear that patients have,
hindering uptake. Surgical advancements have been made, and the introduction of the softsurgery method for cochlear implantation has been shown to have the highest probability of
being able to preserve low frequency hearing (Friedland & Runge-Samuelson, 2009). Although
not applicable to all patients, electro-acoustic stimulation allows for the potential to preserve low
frequency hearing for more natural sounds. Counseling regarding the lack of benefit from current
amplification with the demonstrated improved speech outcomes as well as other quality of life
facets is important.
Barrier: Cochlear Implant Surgery, Complications, and Balance Concerns
As noted by Bierbaum et al., the surgery itself is one of the top barriers limiting cochlear
implant uptake (2019). Dr. Mowry, a neurotologist, explained what to expect with a cochlear
implant surgery (2020). The surgery is performed under general anesthesia, lasting from 1-2
hours (for one cochlear implant), with the patient typically returning home following the
recovery period on the same day. The most recent surgical approach is performed by creating a
small incision behind the ear, performing a mastoidectomy, identifying the facial nerve, opening
the facial recess to gain access to the cochlea at the round window where the implant goes, and
creating a pocket under the temporalis muscle. Once the round window is exposed and the
cochlea is entered, the receiver/stimulator is inserted into the pocket and then the electrode is
then gently advanced into the cochlea. Intraoperative testing such as facial nerve monitoring,
impedance testing, x-rays, are completed to monitor facial nerve status, electrode position, and
nerve stimulation (Mowry, 2020).
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Following the surgery, the patient will be followed by the physician a few weeks postsurgery, a few months after, and then yearly. The audiologist, however, will be following more
closely for the mapping sessions. Audiology appointments following surgery consist of initial
activation, typically 2-6 weeks after surgery (clinic specific), with multiple mapping
appointments in the following 3 months, and then 6-12 months depending on the clinic and
patient needs. The patient should be given realistic expectations for the variability of speech
perception/clarity and the amount of time it will take to achieve speech perception benefit (3-6
month range). The brain must undergo a significant amount of learning and plasticity before
clarity evolves (Mowry, 2020).
The audiologist should be aware that there are contraindications and possible
complications to the surgery (e.g., absence of cochlea, cochlear ossification, prior ear surgery,
chronic otitis media). Additionally, as hearing loss is commonly associated with early cognitive
dysfunction, a moderate to severe cognitive dysfunction or dementia may be a contraindication
to surgery (Mowry, 2020). Patients need to be able to integrate new information and learn what
the information means. Together, the family, patient, surgeon, and a neuropsychological exam
will examine and determine the best course of action.
The risks of surgery include mechanical failure (re-surgery required), infection, bleeding,
pain, balance disturbance (opening made into the membranous labyrinth, so patients may have
off-balance sensation, disequilibrium), taste disturbance, facial nerve injury (typically monitored
throughout surgery near mouth and eye so surgeon can make modifications) (Mowry, 2020).
Issues associated with cochlear implantation in elderly patients include surgical safety,
quality of life and cost-utility concerns, and post implantation performance (Friedland et al.,
2010). Chen et al., (2013) retrospectively analyzed patients aged 60 and older. In 445 patients,
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there were a total of 42 minor complications (surgical site infection, balance problems, delayed
transient facial weakness, facial nerve stimulations) and 36 major complications (device failure,
skin flap dehiscence, surgical device removal). Of all complications, balance problems were the
most common, observed in 30 patients. Chen et al. (2013) concluded that with regard to the
surgery, the safety profile of cochlear implantation in an older population (75 and older) is
comparable to that of younger adults (60-74), and that concerns for postoperative complication in
patients of advanced age do not need to be primary consideration when determining CI
candidacy.
In a retrospective analysis of 57 patients aged 18 and older conducted by Estomba et al.,
(2017), complications included facial palsy, meningitis, implant failure, hematoma, cerebrospinal
fluid leak, wound dehiscence wound infection, otitis media, implant extrusion, electrode
movement, vertigo, and tinnitus. No correlation was found between age and rate of
complications. The most common major complication was failure of the device and required
reimplantation. The most common minor complications were vestibular disorder, with vertigo
occurring in five patients and tinnitus in six (Estomba et al., 2017).
In several studies, it was noted that patients fear balance issues following post
implantation. In both Estomba et al., (2017) and Chen et al., (2013) and others (Migirov et al.,
2006; Roberts et al., 2013), vestibular disorders was one of the most common complications.
Estomba et al., (2017) suggested that the use of the round window with placement in the scala
tympani surgical approach may cause less damage to the vestibular nerve (Estomba et al., 2017).
The encouraging news is that, although the fear of balance problems following implantation is
warranted, increasing research and surgical advancements seem to be decreasing the likelihood
of vestibular-related problems post-surgery.
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In addition to less balance issues, Zeitler (2019) found results from several studies that
show better speech perception results when the electrode array is inserted via round window and
placed in scala tympani at a specific insertion depth, and with proximity to the modiolus.
Additionally, there have been improved outcomes with the ability to turn off redundant
electrodes, and there have been advances in different electrode types (i.e., slim lateral wall for
hearing preservation) (Zeitler, 2019).
Barrier: Cost/Insurance
Sorkin (2013) and Bierbaum et al., (2019), revealed that some participants listed concerns
of cost as a barrier to cochlear implant uptake. In the United States, cochlear implant and the
necessary services (including candidacy evaluation, hospital costs, physician and surgeon fees,
cochlear implant device and system, and programming and rehab following the surgery) are
typically covered by health insurance. Medicare, Tricare, the Veteran’s Administration and other
federal health plans provide coverage for cochlear implants. Additionally, over ninety percent of
private employer health insurance plans provide coverage (Sorkin, 2020). Medicare, insurance
coverage for those aged 65 and over, covers cochlear implants for those who meet Medicare
candidacy criteria (more restrictive than FDA guidelines). Current Medicare criteria includes less
than or equal to 40% on words in sentences in people with bilateral severe to profound
sensorineural hearing loss.
Medicaid, insurance coverage for those whose income and resources are insufficient to
pay for healthcare, also may cover cochlear implantation. States determine specific candidacy
criteria, and currently, about 60% of states cover cochlear implantation and the entire care for it
for adults (Sorkin, 2020). Additionally, if a patient does not meet FDA or insurer indications, the
cochlear implantation team may consider providing the cochlear implant “off-label”.
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Barrier: Rehabilitation
Dr. Tsach, Ph.D., (2016) explained that most adults will likely require rehabilitation postimplantation to help make sound of the new electrical way they hear auditory signals. Auditory
rehabilitation post implantation should include encouraging optimal use of the implant for ideal
acclimatization. Making sense of the auditory signal to begin perceiving speech will likely start
slow: begin discriminating speech sounds, then identifying speech sounds, and eventually work
up to speech understanding from words to sentences to conversations. A variety of materials in
different tasks with differing presentation models (i.e., starting with words, sounds, sentences
and texts, then recorded materials) should be utilized for an all-encompassed rehabilitation.
Communication should be worked on in challenging conditions for improved listening skills and
better functioning in listening related activities (Tsach, 2016). Rehabilitation is different for
everyone; some patients may feel they are fine without structured rehabilitation, and others may
require extra help. There are many resources that can be provided to the patient at any point
throughout the implantation process.

DISCUSSION
Counseling someone with hearing loss requires delivering evidence-based information,
covering a variety of different topics, explaining the treatment options, all while maintaining
proper empathy for the patient. Counseling in audiology revolves around maintaining a balance
between informational counseling, relating to the nature and impact of the hearing loss and the
different options for treatment they have; and adjustment counseling, relating to the ability to
help patients identify and address barriers and/or facilitators that accompany the information
given. Because of this, patient-centered care with shared decision-making is important in
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audiology, as the patient should be an active participant in discussions on hearing health, in order
to create a successful plan of action. It has been shown that involving patients in decisions
regarding their health care lead to increased patient satisfaction, as well as adherence and
motivation for action (Grenness et al., 2014). A recommended model for counseling patients in
any field, known as the 5As, consists of: assessing the patients behavior, interests, and
motivation, advising the patient on appropriate courses of action, agreeing with the patient on a
realistic set of goals, assisting to anticipate barriers and develop a plan of action, and arranging
follow-up support (Glasgow et al., 2006). This is applicable to audiology at every stage.
The patient needs to know what types of options they have- ranging from commercially
available personal amplifiers and hearables to hearing aids and cochlear implants and more;
including the outcomes of each option with benefits and/or side effects. The field of audiology is
growing at a rapid pace in more ways than in just the cochlear implant industry. Hearing aid
technology is also constantly growing and advancing, with the advent of Bluetooth connectivity
for streaming direct to phones, as well as applications for cellphones; patients are able to control
their hearing devices and stay more connected than ever. With so many new inventions and
advancements in hearing health there is a need for continuous care in the clinician-patient
relationship, despite which intervention they choose. The types of decisions that need to be made
between audiologist and clinician vary depending on the patient, their wants and needs in their
specific lifestyle, and their hearing loss. A crucial part of the audiologist’s job is to ensure
patients are made aware of their options and the constant innovations in the field. Because of
this, it is important that audiologists explain the need for their continuous care throughout the
implantation process, if the patient chooses to transition.
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When someone is a candidate for hearing aids, counseling should involve a discussion
revolving around the patient and their lifestyle and the fact that options are available, should
benefit from hearing aids fail to be realized. Jenstad and Moon (2011) studied the barriers and
predictors of hearing aid uptake. The biggest barriers to hearing aid uptake included the stigma
of hearing loss and the cost of hearing aids. They found that uptake of hearing aids generally
increased with increased self-reported hearing loss and degree of hearing loss (Jenstad & Moon,
2011). The knowledge of the barriers and predictors to hearing aid uptake allows audiologists to
steer counseling in a way that provokes them to think about their life. For example, is the stigma
of hearing aids worse than not being able to hear in a business meeting, or hear their
grandchildren?
To be able to share this same type of discussion-based/shared decision-making
counseling for implantation, it is important to understand the biggest fears, but it is equally
important to discuss what patients view as their main reasons for pursuing implantation.
Bierbaum et al., (2019) studied the main facilitators to CI uptake or considering CI uptake. These
were social motivators and frustration related to hearing loss, knowledge confidence, and
support, and practical and system factors (Table 7). The main facilitators to cochlear implant
uptake, as perceived from the health care professional perspective, included: healthcare
professional awareness, knowledge and support for CIs. All healthcare professional groups noted
that developing their own knowledge and awareness of CIs would likely encourage them to talk
about CIs more. They also suggested the importance of gaining access to tools and resources
(i.e., CI recipient testimonials, demonstrations, screening and referral tools, etc.) would further
assist their ability to make proper decisions and referrals.
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Table 7. Main Facilitators for CI Uptake; Patient Perspective
Adapted from (Bierbaum et al., 2017)
Social Motivators

●
●
●
●

Knowledge, Confidence,
and Support

●
●
●
●

Frustration related to the
hearing loss and a desire
to improve wellbeing

●
●
●

Practical and System
Factors

●
●
●
●

Desire for better hearing to improve communication
Desire for increased social interaction
Desire for reduced isolation/loneliness
Hearing CI recipient testimonials
Feeling supported by knowledgeable HCPs and family
Patients being fully informed about CIs
Believing CIs will improve the quality/fidelity of hearing
Prepared to commit to rehabilitation after surgery
Ineffective support from HAs, HA discomfort, and
increased requirement for listening effort
Becoming more frustrated as HL impacts relationships
and mental health
Fear of going completely deaf
Becoming more frustrated as HL impacts work
Patient-clinician continuity to build relationship and
trust
High cost of HAs
Seeing a new clinician who is more knowledgeable about
CIs than previous clinician

Patients who are undergoing evaluations for implants may have had their hearing loss for
years and have come to terms with the loss and its permanency, while for others, it may be a
more recent loss with a lot of confusing information. It is important to know what encourages
patients to get cochlear implantation. The traits that patients cite as their leading motivators to
proceed with cochlear implantation pave the way for audiologists to understand the patient’s life
and lead to the best care and patient-centered counseling throughout the implantation process.
With someone with hearing loss, often times the information they are receiving is new to
them, and/or there are several different courses of treatment, so the information can be
overwhelming. To ensure the decision that is made is shared between clinician and patient,
decision aids are recommended (e.g., written materials, videos, interactive informational
electronic presentations, outcomes of each option, side effects and benefits, health care
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interactions and follow-up, and costs) (Oshima Lee & Emanuel, 2013). By providing this
information to the patient, there is the potential for more retention of the information over just
verbal communication and less anxiety over making decisions and the process. In light of this,
this discussion includes decision aids with information on cochlear implants and the implantation
process.
Limitations of Systematic Review
In regard to the first research question and corresponding literature, the inclusion criteria
across the studies lacked uniformity in their criteria for cochlear implant candidacy. Looi et al.,
(2017) utilized the four-frequency pure tone average of greater than or equal to 65dBHL in the
better hearing ear, along with unaided word recognition scores of less than 50% in both ears.
Dillon and Pryce (2019) inclusion criteria consisted of severe to profound hearing loss, with
bilateral unaided air conduction thresholds worse than 90dBHL at 2 and 4kHz. Bierbaum et al
(2019), more broadly utilized severe or greater sensorineural hearing loss. The studies also
differed in the age group, Looi et al. and Dillon & Pryce included adult participants utilizing 18
years and older, while Bierbaum et al. included participants 50 years and older. The lack of
consistency in candidacy criteria introduces confounding variables and findings could have
varied based on the lack of homogeneity in the inclusion criteria.
Additionally, these studies are qualitative in nature in order to gain an understanding of
underlying reasons and motivations of the participants (Looi et al., 2017; Dillon & Pryce, 2019;
Bierbaum et al., 2019). The research was conducted via focus groups, interviews and
questionnaires and are thus not statistically representative. The researcher(s) presence during
interviews may have affected participants responses and/or the research may be subject to
researcher bias (Dillon & Pryce, 2019; Bierbaum et al., 2019). Looi et al., (2017), a
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retrospective study, gathered information by checking the clinic database and cross-checking
records with criteria met. Once the charts were identified, the information used to report on
patients’ attitudes towards cochlear implantation was relied solely on accurate recordkeeping.
In answering the second research question, the literature on CI outcomes, as related to the
perceived barriers also unveiled limitations. Several of the studies are retrospective studies
(Castiglione et al., 2015; Budenz et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2012; Estomba et al., 2017; Chen et al.,
2013). The variables of these studies, such as speech testing data, relied on what was previously
done, subject to variability with audiologist and clinic preference (Lin et al.; Budenz et al). Prior
to the creation of the Minimum Speech Test Battery (2011), there was no standardized speech
testing for CI evaluations. There is also the potential for selection bias, as the researchers analyze
the group of data, and could choose patients with better outcomes or outcomes that better fit their
needs. Mosnier et al., (2015) has limitations including: other risk factors for cognitive decline
(social isolation, loneliness, depression) were not assessed, which could affect outcomes, and the
test of executive function used in Mosnier et al., (trail making tests) are subject to significant
test practice effects. Although (Sarant et al., 2019) did test for additional risk factors to cognitive
decline, leading to a higher likelihood of their results, the sample size in the study was small.
Contrera et al., (2016), a prospective observational cohort study, did not include randomization
or a control group, so the research is not definitive in reporting CI increases quality of life.
Clinical Implications
These results highlight the barriers/obstacles patients with hearing loss consider when
faced with the CI discussion. The results additionally portray the need for accessible tools and
resources to assist in counseling to ensure patient centered care with shared decision-making in
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regard to the CI referral process. Both patients and healthcare providers stressed the importance
of knowledge, confidence, and support when discussing CIs. Patients perceived the lack of
knowledge and confidence in CIs, both on their end and on the HCPs end, as a barrier to
considering CIs. Similarly, HCPs perceived their lack of knowledge and confidence in CIs as a
barrier to discussing and encouraging CIs with patients. Some HCPS revealed they would benefit
from additional information on CIs, as well as expressed a need information on the referral
process. These findings suggest that increased cohesion on the information delivered to patients
is probably needed between general physicians and audiologists.

Pocket Guide for Counseling Potential Cochlear Implant Candidates
The information presented in this healthcare guide is provided to increase awareness
about cochlear implantation and what patients perceive as barriers to uptake. With an
understanding of the barriers, the most recent candidacy criteria and guidelines for referrals,
combined with the outcomes of cochlear implantation relating to the patients perceived barriers
and motivators, audiologists should have a better understanding of when to refer and how to help
transition the patients to implantation. Below are additional handouts and tools for counseling
potential cochlear implant candidates, should they have questions and/or concerns.
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Table 8. Current Cochlear Implant Candidacy Criteria
(FDA, 2014; CMS, 2005; Cochlear Americas, 2019; Med-El, 2019)
Standard Cochlear Implant

Electroacoustic
Stimulation/
Hybrid: Cochlear™

Single Sided Deafness &
Asymmetric Hearing Loss

● Moderate to profound sensorineural (SNHL) hearing loss
in the low frequencies and profound SNHL in mid to
high frequencies, bilaterally
● Limited benefit from appropriately fit amplification
○ Ear to be implanted: < 50% speech recognition
○ Contralateral OR Best Aided: < 60% speech
recognition
● Medicare: < 40% in the ear to be implanted
● In the ear to be implanted:
○ Pure Tone: No poorer than 60dBHL up to and
including 500 Hz with a Pure Tone Average
(PTA) meaning 2, 3, and 4kHz: greater than or
equal to 75dBHL
○ Speech: Word (CNC) score: > 10% and < 60%
● Contralateral Ear:
○ PTA > 60 dBHL in the opposite ear
○ Word (CNC) score < 80%
*It is recommended that the EAS implant is implanted in the ear
with poorer hearing thresholds, so the patient can benefit from
acoustic amplification in the contralateral ear.
● SSD:
○ Profound SNHL in one ear and normal to mild
SNHL in the contralateral ear
○ Limited benefit from appropriately fit
amplification: < 5% on CNC list when tested in
ear to be implanted only
● AHL:
○ Profound SNHL in one ear and a mild to
moderately-severe SNHL in the contralateral ear,
with at least a 15dBHL difference in PTA
between the ears
○ Limited benefit from appropriately fit
amplification
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Figure 2. Overview of How Cochlear Implants Work
Source: Cochlear Americas, (2017)
Pictures: Left: Courtesy of National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders
(NIDCD) (2016); Right: Courtesy of Cochlear Americas, (2017)
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Figure 3. Overview of How Electroacoustic Stimulation Cochlear Implants Work
Source: Cochlear Americas, (2017)
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Table 9. Recommendations for Components of a Cochlear Implant Evaluation,
Provided by: Clinical Practice Guidelines for Cochlear Implants by the American Academy of
Audiology (2019)

Case History

Factors to consider throughout history taking:
● Presence of abnormal cochlear anatomy
● Age (at implantation)
● Perinatal problems (i.e., meningitis, hyperbilirubinemia, other
etiologies)
● Duration of deafness
● Hearing aid use (prior to implantation)
● Other disabilities
● Prelingually deafened?
● Elderly patients with medical and/or cognitive concerns

Air Conduction
Thresholds

Unaided
● 125-8000 Hz, including inter-octave frequencies, as indicated
● Better preoperative hearing thresholds are associated with better
post-operative outcomes in children and prelingually deafened
adults

Bone Conduction
Thresholds
Auditory Speech
Perception, using
appropriately fit
amplification

Consider nonbehavioral
audiological tests

● 250-8000 Hz
“Appropriately fit amplification” as identified through verification:
either probe microphone measures or test box measures with patientspecific real ear to coupler (RECD) difference corrections
● Speech testing should be performed in the soundfield using
recorded test materials at presentation level of 60dBA SPL using
recommended speech-perception assessments
● (Aided soundfield thresholds for adults and children),
○ (For adults: Consonant-Nucleus-Consonant (CNC), and
AzBio Sentence Lists)
○ (For children: Early Speech Perception Test, Pediatric
Speech Intelligibility, Lexical Neighborhood Test,
Multisyllabic Lexical Neighborhood Test, CNC,
Bamford-Kowal-Bench sentences in noise, Pediatric
AzBio sentence list)
● Speech perception should be tested with each ear aided
separately, as well as binaurally
● Assessment of peripheral auditory system and lower brainstem
function: Otoacoustic Emissions, Immittance, Auditory
Brainstem Response, and/or Auditory Steady State Response
Testing
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● Vestibular assessment
Subjective
Measures and
Determination of
need

● Assess patient’s quality of life
● Establish specific needs of the patient and serve to aid in the
counseling of realistic expectations
● Validate post-operative benefit
● Real World/Subjective Lists for adults:
○ Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit, Client
Oriented Scale of Improvement, Glasgow Hearing Aid
Benefit Profile, Hearing Handicap Inventory for the
Elderly, Speech, Spatial, and Qualities of Hearing
Questionnaire
● Real World/Subjective Lists for children:
○ Auditory Skills Checklist, LittlEARS Auditory
Questionnaire, IT-MAIS, MAIS, Parents’ Evaluation of
Aural/Oral Performance of Children
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Preoperative CI Hearing (Audiology Assessment)
● Comprehensive hearing and vestibular history
● Comprehensive diagnostic audiologic evaluation; vestibular evaluation as indicated
● Optimization of hearing aids (hearing aid trial as indicated)
● Aided speech perception evaluation
● Counseling
○ CI candidacy or continuation with amplification
○ Expectations

Consideration of Bilateral CI, Hybrid, Unilateral
● As appropriate

Preoperative Medical Assessment
● Comprehensive hearing and medical history
● Physical ENT examination and additional examinations as indicated
● Radiological assessment
● Meningitis immunization and others as indicated
● Counseling and team discussion
○ Review of surgical procedures and potential risks
○ expectations

Surgery
● Including implant device

Postoperative Medical Appointments
● Postoperative check prior to initial activations
● Annual follow-up appointments
● Additional medical follow-up as needed

Postoperative Audiological Appointments
● Initial activation (2-4 weeks post-surgery or earlier if indicated)
● One month, three month, six month, and twelve month follow
● Annual follow up appointments
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(Re)Habilitation

Device Maintenance
● Replacement and upgrades of processor and peripherals
● Batteries (covered by Medicaid & Medicare. May not be covered by private insurance)
Figure 4. Steps Involved in the Process of Obtaining a Cochlear Implant
Provided by the American Cochlear Implant Alliance website: https://www.acialliance.org/
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Figure 5. Common Fears/Barriers to Cochlear Implants
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CONCLUSIONS
With cochlear implantation candidacy broadening, surgical improvements, and
technological advancements occurring, the amount of people who may benefit from cochlear
implants are increasing. However, there is a low rate of utilization by patients who are
considered candidates (Sorkin, 2013; Holder et al., 2018). This literature review and pocket
guide aimed to assess what candidates view as the biggest fears/barriers to uptake and
subsequently, how audiologists can serve these patients and counsel appropriately and
thoroughly. As demonstrated, the lack of uptake for cochlear implantation stems largely from
patient fears and a lack of support and knowledge. Some studies were utilized to address the
fears patients cite as barriers, and this pocket guide aimed to provide information to address the
concerns regarding lack of support and knowledge from the health care professional perspective.
Audiologists, especially those of whom are not currently working with cochlear implants,
should utilize these results for patient-centered care in instances of potential cochlear implant
candidacy discussions with patients. Patients may be more willing to discuss their fears and
concerns with an audiologist they have already established rapport with, rather than a new
clinician. However, it was shown that some audiologists feel they lack knowledge and resources
about cochlear implantation (Looi et al., 2017; Bierbaum et al., 2019). These beliefs may lead to
audiologists failing to discuss or deferring patients’ questions about cochlear implants, leading to
a lack of motivation for uptake. Audiologists who can work to discuss and even combat patient
fears before or after a candidacy evaluation may see a higher rate of success in terms of patient
uptake, and as demonstrated, hopefully an eventual increase in quality of life.
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